
How to Pick SQL Server Hardware 





The big picture 
1.  What SQL Server edition do you need? 

2.  Does your RPO/RTO dictate shared storage? 

3.  If you need shared storage, what’s important? 

4. No-brainer answers for Standard Edition 

5.  Enterprise Edition’s socket choices 



What SQL Server 
edition do you need? 



Picking your SQL Server edition 
Standard Enterprise 

Cost per core £2k £5k 
Cost for 2-socket, hex-core £16k £62k 
Cost for 4-socket, hex-core -- £125k 
Max logical processors (cores) 16 OS max 
Max memory used by SQL Server 128GB OS max 
Backup compression Yes Yes 
Data compression No Yes 
Transparent data encryption No Yes 
Partitioned tables No Yes 
In-memory OLTP (Hekaton), 
clustered column store indexes 

Not 
Really 

Yes 

* These prices don’t take into account your amazing negotiation skills. 



Factor in the hardware costs 
SQL 2014 
Standard 

SQL 2014 
Enterprise 

crippled 

SQL 2014 
Enterprise 

Cores 12 (2x6) 12 (2x6) 12 (2x6) 
Memory 128GB 128GB 768GB 
Cool Stuff No Yes Yes 
Hardware  
w/TempDB SSDs 

£9k £9k £21k 

Licensing £16k £62k £62k 
Total Cost £25k £71k £83k 

* These prices don’t take into account your amazing negotiation skills. 



Got >500GB data? 
Forget Standard. 



Merry-Go-Round Scans in Enterprise 

tblSales – 1,000GB 

My Query



tblSales – 1,000GB 
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Merry-Go-Round Scans in Enterprise 



tblSales – 1,000GB 

My Query

Your Query
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Merry-Go-Round Scans in Enterprise 



Merry-Go-Round Scans in Enterprise 

tblSales – 1,000GB 

Your QueryContinued 



Books Online “Reading Pages” 



Does your RPO/RTO 
dictate shared 
storage? 



BrentOzar.com/go/fail 



BrentOzar.com/go/fail 









Your budget  
is limited. 

Don’t get SAN storage, switch gear, 
and a SAN admin unless you have to. 



Or do you just want a SAN? 
Already have a SAN that performs very well 

Plan to move the database between hardware soon 

Data too large to fit in internal drives 
(which is pretty unlikely these days, except blades) 

 

 

Otherwise, local solid state is a shortcut to speed,  
so your hardware choice should have local drive bays. 



If you need a SAN, 
what’s important? 

















Simple SAN path 
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Two storage fabrics 
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More paths, more throughput? 

Server	


HBA/NIC	
 Switch	
Cable	


Shared Storage Gear	


HBA/NIC	
 Switch	
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Multiple���
Cables	


Multiple���
Cables	




Active/Active Clustering 
Two servers, one SAN 

Each server runs a separate SQL Server instance 

Both instances are live at any given time 

Higher hardware utilization 

But one database is only served  
by one server at a time



Active/Active Multipathing 
Multiple active paths are actively carrying data, 
but they may only be carrying data for one drive letter, 
or they may only be active for writes or for reads. 



CrystalDiskMark 

Free tool with instructions: 
BrentOzar.com/go/cdm  

Pick 5 tests, 4000MB test 
file, drive letter 

Sequential: 
roughly akin to backups,  
large table scans 

4K QD32: 
vaguely similar to active 
OLTP server or TempDB 



From BrentOzar.com/posters 



Your goals 
Aim for 200MB per second of read throughput,  
per core of SQL Server 

Example: 8 cores need at least 1,600MB/sec read 
throughput 

If you quickly and consistently hit a bottleneck lower 
than that, check your SAN fabric’s throughput 

Try using multiple paths, active/active multipathing 

Easier way: cache the data in RAM, or … 



Storing the data 
locally on SSDs 



“But SSDs aren’t reliable!” 
News flash: neither are hard drives. 

Mitigations: 

•  Backups 

•  DBCCs 

•  2 hot spare drives (hey, we’ve got all those bays in 
the server chassis, might as well use them) 

•  Xanax 

 



Dell PowerEdge 720XD 

Top version: holds 26 2.5” drives  (2 are on the back) 

Bottom version: old 3.5” drives, holds 12 



HP DL380e G8 
Similar, has models for 
different drive sizes.  

You want 2.5” drive bays. 



Lots of drive bays for SSDs 
Option 1: vendor-approved, enterprise-class drives. 

•  Vendor supports them, replaces when they break 

•  Well-tested – but this also means old and slow, 
because vendors don’t test the latest and greatest 

•  Redonkulously expensive (800GB ~£2,000 each) 

Option B: off-the-shelf consumer drives 

•  You support them when they break  
(but they’re dirt cheap, so buy spares) 

•  Redonkulously fast, cheap (1TB ~£350 each) 



Your choice. 
Vendor-supplied 

800GB drives 
Off-the-shelf 

1TB drives 

Total cost £33k £6k 
Usable space, 
RAID 10 

6TB 8TB 

Usable space, 
RAID 5 

11TB 14TB 

Speed No specs given Crazy fast 



Controllers count too 
2U servers will either have 1 RAID controller or 2 

More controllers, more problems throughput 

Dell PowerEdge 720: 16 bays, 2 controllers. 
Less space, more speed. 

Dell PowerEdge 720XD: 26 bays, 1 controller. 
More space, less speed. 

 

More details: http://www.brentozar.com/archive/
2013/08/load-testing-solid-state-drives-raid/ 



The right hardware for 
Standard Edition 



The Standard Standard 
2-socket, 4-6 cores (get fastest cores possible) 

128GB-192GB memory (SQL will use 64GB-128GB) 

2 local SSDs in a mirrored pair for TempDB 

Same spec kit whether you’re doing cluster, non-
clustered with a SAN, or non-clustered with local disks 

 

Example: Dell PowerEdge 720 with 3.5GHz 
processors and 128GB memory: £9k 



On Enterprise, how 
many CPU sockets 
do you need? 



Do you even need sockets? 

Source: BrentOzar.com/go/smallest 



Physical servers 







Physical servers 



Boiling it down 
Need <768GB RAM and <82GHz CPU? 2-socket. 
The 25-26 local drive bays give you great options. 

 

Need 1-3TB RAM and 8-10 PCI slots? 4-socket. 
The March CPU updates beat 8-socket boxes. 

 

Need over 3TB RAM or over 10 PCI slots?  
8-socket, but start making plans to split this monster. 



Recap 



The top 5 things we covered 
1.  For Standard Edition, think virtual first. 

2. If your RPO/RTO doesn’t require shared 
storage, try local SSDs. 

3. If you have to have a SAN, pathing is incredibly 
important. Get lots of fast paths. 

4. CrystalDiskMark test for 200MB/sec/core. 

5. In mid-2014, 2-sockets are an amazing deal. 

Learn more: BrentOzar.com/go/faster 


